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Interview with the artist behind the Life Casting
Exhibition
It was a surreal experience being sat in a kitchen with a friend, both wrapped in plastic bags,
having a sloppy yoghurt like substance spooned onto our nipples for the sake of ‘art’.
Brandishing the spoon was York PhD student Tobi

By Sarah-Jane Silvester
Wednesday 28 May 2008

Sarah-Jane Silvester meets the man behind York’s Life Casting Exhibition

It was a surreal experience being sat in a kitchen with a friend, both wrapped in plastic bags, having a
sloppy yoghurt like substance spooned onto our nipples for the sake of ‘art’. Not something I profess to do
everyday I might add. But life casting is just that. It is not a glamorous process. Just messy, and very, very
cold.

Brandishing the spoon was York PhD student Tobi (who wishes to conceal his family name for fears that
his art may have negative reactions from employers in the future). His house bears witness to the extent
to which casting is a part of his life. Components of pieces set to be exhibited shortly in a student
exhibition in Langwith College are scattered everywhere. Hands and faces balance on shelves and torsos
are leant against radiators. And nipples. Rows upon rows of nipples.

The nipples will be used in probably his most controversial piece entitled “We Feed The World”. The piece
plays upon our dual perception of the female nipple as both sexual object and organic object that provides
man his first source of energy. 100 stark white female nipples are set in a jet black 10×10 matrix. Tobi
says, “It is supposed to look rather offensive from a distance but I want to get people to think a bit further
about the ‘double moral’ that exists in our society. Breasts are a part of our natural system of raising
young, yet they are such a taboo. Nowadays a woman is even looked down upon if she breastfeeds in
public!”

Tobi says, “I am showing people as they are; the casts are like a frozen moment of time; a 3D snapshot.
You can pull a cast out of your cupboard 20 years later and say, “yeah that was me 20 years ago.” Tobi
explained to us how the casting process works: “I begin by making a negative mould of the model by
building up a shell of moulding material which when removed creates an inverted structure. Later this
mould can be filled with plaster/chocolate/wax etc. and when that sets you are left with a positive which is
an exact copy of the model. The surface can then be altered to the desired effect, smoothed or coloured
or given a stone effect.”

Seeing himself as part artist, part craftsman, Tobi readily admits that his artwork does not require as
much artistic skill as other art forms such as sculpture who create a lifelike form from a solid block of
stone. He sees his role as artist as showcasing nature’s art, saying, “I see casting as showing nature as it
is, a bit like photography, capturing the natural beauty.” For Tobi casting is his relaxation after a busy day
studying. He calls his work his “mental relief” saying, “after working towards my PhD in front of a
computer all day long, often with little visible progress, it is so refreshing being able to hold something I
have made in my hands. Some people do gardening – I do life casting!”
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Despite casting being primarily a hobby Tobi is more than happy to take commissions for both males and
females and should be contacted at tobi@philotes-art.com. Tobi’s work is part of the student run
exhibition currently displayed in the Norman Rae Gallery in Langwith College. Entry is free to all and the
gallery is open 9am-8pm on weekdays.

3 comments
Tobi

I should add – I also cast people (at least York students as I understand that a comission thing is
expensive) for “free” if the agree to do 2 casts of which I can keep one.

Langwith Arts

The exhibition that Toby’s work is in isn’t a ‘life casting exhibition’. It is an exhibition of student work from
across York centring around the theme of the human body. There are paintings, sculptures and
interpretative pieces.

The launch party is 2nd June in Langwith upper JCR Norman Rea Gallery for anybody who wishes to
celebrate the many talents of York artists.

Tobi’s final piece (the one mentioned in this article) shall be unveiled at this event and will not be shown
until that date.

http://www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=15490986450&ref=share

Lucy

I’ve been to the launch party yesterday and really enjoyed the busy atmosphere. It was great to see
people wander about and discuss the different pieces of art. I was inspired by the artists’ points of view on
the human body and the diversity of techniques of expression. This exhibition clearly goes beyond the
pure appearance of the human body. It also hints at what is more to a human being. Congratulations to
the artists and curators!
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